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Health care in america has increasingly priced itself out 
of the reach of customers. Consumers and employers 
have long complained about the system’s lack of afford-
ability. and the payer of last resort—government—is 

now facing the same reality.
indeed, the current debate over how to 

manage the country’s deficit has produced 
a striking milestone in american politics: 
Bipartisan agreement essentially exists on 
the need to dramatically rein in government 
health spending. the argument is not about 
whether to cut costs, but how.

Some see innovation as the principal 
problem in health care, concluding that the 
hunger for the latest new technologies and 
devices, without regard to value, has brought 
the nation to this point. although there is no 
question that high-cost, low-value products 
and services have been created in the name of innovation, we be-
lieve that bold new clinical and business models, often aided by 
technical breakthroughs, are instead a vital part of the answer.

at the California healthCare Foundation (ChCF), we have 
collaborated with academics, philanthropists, investors, and en-
trepreneurs to support innovations that provide better care at a 
lower cost. and we have had some successes—such as a low-cost, 
technology-enabled program that screened more than 53,000 
diabetics who otherwise wouldn’t have access to eye specialists, 
and saved the sight of more than 1,400 Californians. 

But too often we have seen the paradox of a “successful” pilot 
that has failed to gain wider traction. numerous challenges face 
innovators during the early development of new care models, per-
haps the greatest of which is bridging the gap from testing and 
early adoption to mass adoption. Crossing this chasm requires 
extraordinary leadership, entrepreneurship, and collaboration 
among creative talent of all kinds.

Our experiences in the field have led us to create the ChCF 
health innovation Fund. the initial $10 million fund is dedicated 
to identifying and investing in both nonprofit and for-profit com-
panies developing technologies and services that have the po-
tential to create a dramatic impact on the cost and accessibility 

of care. as we developed the fund, we paid close attention to the 
creative approaches of other health care foundations in this area. 
although most “impact investing” in health care to date has been 
from foundations working internationally, we see a growing interest 
among social investors and entrepreneurs in tackling health care 

costs and inequities inside the united States.
this sponsored supplement to the Stan-

ford Social Innovation Review explores the 
challenges of investing for lower-cost devices, 
services, and technologies in health care. the 
topic is ripe for inquiry, given the pace of inno-
vation in health care and the significant funds 
that flow from traditional investors into the 
sector each year.

the report begins with an article by Stefa-
nos Zenios and Lyn denand at the Stanford 
graduate School of Business that explores 
the challenge of funding innovations for the 
health care “safety net,” or those providers 

who care for low-income populations. to follow this piece, we in-
vited two investors and an entrepreneur to offer their perspectives 
on the challenges and opportunities in health care innovation.

in addition to new technologies, new models for service and care 
delivery also will have to be invented if the united States is to meet 
a growing need for health care within a shrinking budget. arnold 
Milstein, Md, explains what he is hoping to achieve in this area 
through the work of the Stanford Clinical Excellence research Center.

Because the government pays for nearly 50 percent of the na-
tion’s health care costs, we have included a piece from Carleen 
hawn about how todd park of the uS department of health and 
human Services is trying to infuse the innovation culture of Silicon 
Valley into the largest of bureaucracies. and for a perspective on 
cost-lowering innovation in the developing world, we have Jaspal 
S. Sandhu’s examination of how global initiatives in mobile health 
might inform care in the united States.

in the final article, John goldstein, co-founder of imprint Capital 
advisors, and Margaret Laws, director of the innovations for the un-
derserved program and the ChCF health innovation Fund, describe 
some of the ways that foundations are using their capital to support 
emerging market-based approaches to health care innovation.

We hope that this collection captures the creativity and excite-
ment we see coming from innovators, investors, and providers 
who are joining together to take on the formidable challenge of 
innovating for high-quality, lower-cost care. s

Framing the Issue
Innovations for better care at lower cost. 

By Mark SMith and BarBara LuBaSh

MARK SMITH is president and CEO of the California HealthCare Foundation.

BARBARA LUBASH is managing director of Versant Ventures and a board member of 
the California HealthCare Foundation.
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pital—only when they receive care. in effect, 
Medicaid accrued the benefits of keeping 
the pilot program’s patients healthier and 
reducing the overall cost of their care, while 
the physicians at San Mateo Medical Center 
who did the work received little financial 
reward. in this scenario, it’s no wonder that 
the hospital decided it couldn’t justify a lon-
ger-term investment in BeWell’s technology.

BeWell’s story illustrates the challenges 
facing companies that try to enter under-
served markets, defined as low-income 
people and the health care providers who 
serve them. in particular, this segment 
of the health care field has a significant 
need for new medical technologies that 
expand access to important diagnostics, 
treatments, and specialty services while 
reducing costs—all without sacrificing the 
quality of care. think of remote monitoring 
technologies that check on the vital signs 
of the elderly, people with chronic health 
conditions, or those recovering from a se-
rious illness so as to enable providers to 
intervene before a crisis occurs.

Many of these technologies have the 
potential to help underserved populations 
that receive care from so-called safety net 
providers. Such providers serve dispro-
portionate numbers of the uninsured and 
those on Medicaid by offering free or dis-
counted care. they include public hospitals, 
community health centers and clinics, and 
for-profit and nonprofit health care organi-
zations.2 Because of their mission and the 
socioeconomic status of the majority of pa-
tients they serve, safety net providers face 
severe resource constraints.

the problem is that traditional funders 
of health care innovations, such as venture 

capitalists and corporate investors, are 
seeking significant rewards to compensate 
for any risk they take. “investors are look-
ing for unbounded upside with the least 
amount of risk possible,” said Josh Ma-
kower, founder and CEO of device incubator 
ExploraMed. But, he explains, “Most inves-
tors don’t expect to find big, unbounded op-
portunities in low-resource environments.”

Medical technologies with high social 
value—those with the potential to reduce 
costs, improve outcomes, and increase 
access for underserved populations—can 
play an important role in helping safety 
net providers use their resources more ef-
ficiently to better serve millions of patients. 
But these products and services may not 
necessarily generate the high financial 
returns that investors expect, particularly 
when the benefits are misaligned, as in the 
BeWell example. For this reason, many com-
panies have struggled to secure capital to 
fund the development and commercializa-
tion of important innovations.

this misalignment between the risks 
and rewards associated with innovative new 
technologies must be overcome if the united 
States is to improve its health care system 
significantly over the coming decade.

How TecHnoLogIeS geT FUnded 
Medtech innovators typically have two 
choices when seeking the cash they need 
to achieve scale: venture capital and cor-
porate investment. Venture capital is by 
far the largest source of funding in the 
medtech field. in 2010, for instance, uS 
venture capitalists invested $2.3 billion in 
324 medical device startups, according to 
pricewaterhouseCoopers.

In 2010, BeWell Mobile faced a dilemma 
all too common among startups in 
the health care field: how to fund the 
growth of breakthrough innovations 

that both lower costs and improve the stan-
dard of care when the patients and provid-
ers who often benefit the most have the 
least ability to pay.

the San Francisco company develops 
customized disease management software 
that operates on devices like cell phones. 
in an eight-month pilot study with the San 
Mateo Medical Center, funded by the Cali-
fornia healthCare Foundation, 50 bilin-
gual, uninsured teens with severe asthma 
recorded their symptoms by phone at least 
once a day using BeWell’s technology. the 
real-time feedback, reminders, and other 
interventions they received in response 
caused the patients’ drug compliance to 
more than double, their need for rescue 
medications to be cut in half, and their vis-
its to the emergency room and their days of 
missed school to fall dramatically.1

in most fields, results like these would 
have had investors beating down the doors. 
But despite the promise of its technology, 
BeWell hasn’t been able to demonstrate a 
business model that resonates with venture 
capitalists. in the current health care sys-
tem, clinicians aren’t reimbursed when poor 
patients on Medicaid avoid going to the hos-

Investing for the  
safety net
Technologies that reduce costs and improve care for the underserved are often the  
most difficult to scale up. But a handful of strategies could turn things around. 
By StefanoS ZenioS & Lyn denend

STeFAnoS ZenIoS is the Charles A. Holloway Profes-
sor in the Stanford Graduate School of Business. His  
pioneering work on maximizing the benefits of medical 
technology to patients when resources are limited has  
influenced policies in the United States and Europe. 

LYn denend is the director of the Program in Health-
care Innovation at the Stanford Graduate School of  
Business. She has written numerous case studies and  
papers on health care and biodesign innovation.
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Venture capital, also referred to as ven-
ture financing, typically helps startups estab-
lish or sustain a business with high growth 
potential. a venture capitalist (VC) makes 
an investment, and in exchange, the VC’s 
firm receives equity in the company. the ex-
pectation is that the investors will be able to 
realize a substantial return on their money 
through an “exit event,” such as selling the 
company to another firm, at some point in 
the future. this type of funding is especially 
helpful to startup companies that do not yet 
have an operating history, revenue, or signifi-
cant collateral, and therefore lack access to 
other sources of capital, such as bank loans.

in the medical devices sector, VCs se-
lect their investment opportunities using 
specific criteria that help them balance the 
risk-reward equation. although every VC 
takes a slightly different approach to eval-
uating new technologies, there are some 
common criteria that they all use, such as 
the strength of the management team, the 
technical feasibility of the product, and the 
size of the potential market. (See “What 
Venture Capitalists Look for in Medtech 
investments” on page 6.)

in combination, these criteria assist VCs 

looking for investments that will also cre-
ate synergies with other products in their 
portfolios or new opportunities aligned with 
their growth strategy. if a new technology is 
strategically attractive, a company may be 
slightly more flexible than VCs when mak-
ing an investment.

THe Two SIdeS oF THe  
SAFeTY neT MARKeT
unfortunately for innovators who want to 
develop technologies that aid underserved 
populations, VCs and corporate investors 
use the same demanding criteria to evalu-
ate these technologies as they use to assess 
mainstream commercial opportunities. 
What’s more, VCs today face even greater 
pressure to produce results, and they may 
have less money to invest than in the past. 
in combination, these factors can make it 
difficult to get funding for technologies that 
could benefit the safety net but pose greater 
investment risk.

“the investors we represent don’t look 
to us to do their humanitarian work,” says 
Michael goldberg, a partner with venture 
capital firm Mohr davidow Ventures. “they 
look to our firm to generate a return on 

in placing their bets. the more risk they see 
as they evaluate the opportunity, the greater 
the market size and potential return on in-
vestment must be to get them interested. 
Because a large portion of venture capital 
deals fail to earn any return on investment, 
those that succeed must compensate for the 
losses. “if roughly 20 percent to 40 percent 
of companies succeed, you need these com-
panies to make up for the capital invested 
across the portfolio and generate a return for 
investors,” says Mudit Jain, a partner with 
venture capital firm Synergy Life Science 
partners. returns for VC-funded companies 
considered to have achieved a successful exit 
range from 300 percent to 1,000 percent, or 
three times to 10 times the total investment.

another common funding source for 
medtech innovators is corporate investment. 
Large corporations, such as Johnson & John-
son and Medtronic, can help fund startups 
by underwriting a specific research and 
development effort through a development 
partnership or by investing in the company 
as a traditional VC would. Corporations have 
criteria similar to those that VCs use when 
evaluating opportunities. unlike venture 
investors, however, corporate investors are 
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their investments in a way that’s hopefully 
compatible with their humanitarian values. 
if we told them we were going to sacrifice 
investment returns in any material way in 
an effort to better serve the general welfare 
of the uS or world population, i think they 
would move their money as soon as they 
had the opportunity.”

When asked what advice he would give 
to innovators seeking funding to meet clini-
cal needs in low-resource settings, William 
Starling, managing director of Synergy Life 
Science partners, says bluntly: “avoid ven-
ture capitalists. Venture capitalists are try-
ing to survive. there’s just no way they’re 
going to put money into efforts that don’t 
meet the minimum bar for return on invest-
ment in the current climate.”

despite the perception that low-resource 
environments can’t generate big returns, the 
safety net shows some promise as a market 
opportunity for commercial investors—
specifically, it can be used as a launchpad 
for cost-reducing technologies. as the en-
tire health care system becomes more cost 
constrained, technologies that can reduce 
spending should become more broadly ap-
pealing. proving the value associated with 
these products under the challenging condi-
tions of the safety net could potentially help 
them cross over into mainstream commer-
cial settings. in the process, it would help 
establish the safety net as a preliminary 
market from which companies could expand.

innovators can also consider expanding 
from the safety net into low-resource envi-
ronments abroad. “if you can actually find a 
solution that makes sense in [uS-based] re-
source-constrained environments, you may 
be able to enter the true growth markets of 
tomorrow,” says Ed Manicka, CEO of medi-
cal device maker Corventis. “Specifically, 
india and China are demanding low-cost 
solutions that are technologically on par 
with what is available in the united States. 
now, clearly, the margins are going to be 
lower, but the pure scale is mind-boggling.”

Finally, the size of the underserved pop-
ulation, although small compared with the 
total uS market, is still substantial. Medic-
aid covers roughly 48 million low-income 
families and another 14 million elderly and 
people with disabilities. total Medicaid 
spending for fiscal 2010 was approximately 
$365 billion, almost a 9 percent increase 
over the previous year, and the budget is ex-
pected to continue growing for the foresee-

able future. although there are significant 
challenges associated with reaching and 
serving these patients and their providers, 
the population represents a sizable oppor-
tunity for innovators who can figure out 
how to serve it profitably with high-value, 
lower-cost solutions.

THe cASe oF ReMoTe MonIToRIng
a specific class of products known as re-
mote-monitoring and intervention tech-
nologies illustrates the challenges and op-
portunities that innovators face when they 
seek venture funding for innovations that 
have high social value. although remote 
monitoring can potentially reduce costs, 
improve care, and increase underserved 
patients’ access to specialty care, venture 
investment in this area has been slow and 
somewhat inconsistent. 

devices like blood pressure cuffs and glu-
cose monitors enable physicians and other 
care providers to check and treat patients’ 
conditions without being physically pres-
ent. Costs can be lowered when care shifts 
to a less expensive setting, such as a clinic 
or a patient’s home. By keeping people out of 
the hospital, these solutions can also signifi-
cantly help improve people’s quality of life.

When VCs and corporate investors 
evaluate remote-monitoring technologies 
using their standard investment criteria, 

many innovations receive high marks for 
technical feasibility. “remote-monitoring 
technologies are relatively low-tech in some 
ways—i mean, it’s not like we’re putting 
devices inside the body that are going to 
shock a patient’s heart,” says Suneel ratan, 
a marketing, reimbursement, and govern-
ment relations executive at robert Bosch 
healthcare, a leading corporation in the 
telehealth field. Most of these products are 
based on fundamental technologies that 
have proved themselves in sensors, data 
communications, or other fields.

Moreover, because the devices are for 
external use, they pose few safety risks 
for patients. as a result, they often receive 
regulatory clearance through the Fda’s 
faster 510(k) review process. Most inves-
tors favor 510(k) products over those that 
require pre-market approval, and thus they 
may be more attracted to remote-monitor-
ing innovations.

although the technical and regulatory 
risks are relatively low, several other invest-
ment criteria have proved to be problematic 
for many remote-monitoring solutions. in-
vestors frequently decide not to fund the 
technologies because of a combination of 
market and adoption risks, as well as issues 
regarding business models and reimburse-
ment. investors are also hesitant to commit 
resources because they perceive a low poten-

What Venture Capitalists Look for in Medtech Investments
CRIteRIa VCS LOOk FOR

Business model A clear, practical plan for making money

Technical feasibility Technology that has been proven to work, at least in bench 
or animal tests

Management team Experienced leadership with a proven ability to execute

Market Technology that corresponds to a significant validated 
clinical need

Target customers who are enthusiastic about the solution and 
relatively easily accessible through traditional sales channels

Limited competition

Total market opportunity greater than $400 million

Return on investment Returns of three to five times the investment (10-times 
returns are the benchmark)

Exit within three to seven years (the longer the exit horizon, 
the greater the expected return)

Intellectual property Clear, uncontested patent protection

Regulatory A straightforward regulatory pathway, preferably via a 510(k) 
in the United States rather than the FDA’s more expensive, 
time-consuming, and risky pre-market approval process 

Reimbursement Established Medicare reimbursement codes and high payer 
receptivity to covering the technology
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tial return on investment. Each is a signifi-
cant barrier that must be overcome in order 
for new technologies to move forward. (See 

“remote-Monitoring risk Factors” below.) 
the story of health hero network illus-

trates each of these barriers to funding, as 
well as the challenges traditional invest-
ment criteria create. at the time health 
hero network was established in 1998, the 
palo alto, Calif.-based company’s primary 
product was the health Buddy System for 
monitoring and improving the health of 
high-risk, high-cost elderly and disabled pa-
tients with one or more chronic conditions.

patients used a simple, four-button 
device that each day led them through 
interactive sessions of six to 10 questions 
customized for the person’s condition. 
primary care physicians and specialists 
prescribed health Buddy to teach patients 
how to understand their conditions better, 
help them change their behavior, enable the 
early detection of health risks before they 
escalated to an acute stage, and provide 
reassurance to patients that their health 
was being monitored. health hero network 
supplied the technology and training for 
users; the health care provider set up the 
basic infrastructure for receiving, inter-
preting, and acting upon data transmitted 
from patients’ homes.

after health hero network developed 
the technology, it conducted a series of 
demonstration studies to prove the sys-
tem’s value. a small early study with the 
health plan pacifiCare showed a 50 percent 

robert Bosch healthcare acquired 
health hero network in late 2007, when 
more than 20,000 people with chronic condi-
tions were using health Buddy. after receiv-
ing about $72 million in total known fund-
ing, the company was sold for $116 million, 
a return of roughly 1.6 times the investment.

in deciding to sell the company, health 
hero’s board presumably determined that 
an exit at that point was financially more at-
tractive for its investors than the alternative 
of raising more capital in order to drive re-
imbursement changes and increase market 
adoption. the funding environment in 2007, 
along with the company’s progress to date, 
most likely made it difficult for health hero’s 
investors to envision a compelling return 
on investment from putting in more money 
and extending the investment time horizon. 

Other risk factors also played a role in 
preventing health hero from raising addi-
tional capital to commercialize the health 
Buddy product on its own. the high burden 
of proof required to change physician behav-
ior and drive widespread market adoption 
turned out to be time-consuming and costly 
to the company, causing it to burn through 
the funds it had already raised. adoption was 
also limited primarily to integrated health 
care providers like the Va, which could ben-
efit from the longer-term, system-level sav-
ings associated with such improvements as 
reduced hospital admissions. Fee-for-service 
providers remained unconvinced of its value, 
especially without reimbursement for activi-
ties or technologies that keep people out of 
the hospital. that reduced the size of the 
market in the near term. as ratan explains: 

“the premise of the health Buddy system 
is chronic care. it’s continuous, supportive, 
and designed to build an individual’s capa-
bility to take better care of himself. But the 
health care system is engineered for acute 
care—the incentives are structured largely 
to wait until someone’s in crisis.”  

STRATegIeS To AdvAnce THe FIeLd
new technologies, such as the health Buddy 
and dozens of others like it, have the poten-
tial to reduce costs, improve health outcomes, 
and increase access to the services patients 
most need. But the social benefits these in-
novations create are undervalued in the way 
traditional VC and corporate investors make 
funding decisions. Foundations, social ven-
ture funds, individual philanthropists, and 
other socially minded investors can play 

reduction in hospital readmissions for heart 
failure patients who used health Buddy, ac-
cording to ratan. despite these encourag-
ing results, pacifiCare eventually decided to 
outsource its disease management services 
rather than adopt the technology.

in 2000, health hero network launched 
a pilot with the Veterans administration 
(Va) in Florida. the study of 900 patients 
using health Buddy found a 63 percent re-
duction in hospital readmissions and an 88 
percent decline in nursing home days.3 ap-
proximately four years later, health hero 
received its first national contract with the 
Va. the agency agreed to directly fund the 
purchase and use of health Buddy technol-
ogy and related services.

health hero network then approached 
the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Ser-
vices (CMS) about securing reimbursement 
for its product. “the largest and most ex-
pensive group of patients you can go after 
globally is the folks on Medicare,” ratan 
says. “[health hero network] had a desire 
to prove that health care management in-
terventions with the health Buddy would 
generate a similar result in a fee-for-service 
system.” the company submitted a pro-
posal to CMS and got approval to launch 
a three-year demonstration study in 2006. 
the results have not been officially released, 
although ratan described them as “jaw-
dropping.” CMS extended the demonstra-
tion project in 2009, but as of this writing 
has not yet decided whether to grant reim-
bursement for the product.

Remote-Monitoring Risk Factors
CHaLLeNGe RISk

Market/adoption Physicians often resist technologies that disrupt the tradi-
tional approach to care.

Fixed investment in facilities, staff, and equipment may ampli-
fy that resistance if the technology shifts care to other venues.

A high burden of clinical proof is necessary to establish a new 
standard of care.

Providers may not want to build and manage the service infra-
structure necessary to support the technology.

No incentives exist to help offset the additional liability phy-
sicians may face by using remote monitoring.

Business model/ 
reimbursement

Few proven business models can serve as precedents.

The current reimbursement system creates disincentives for 
providers to adopt innovative approaches.

Return on investment The size of the target market may not align with the capital 
necessary to overcome the risks.

Risks may extend the time to exit. 

Exit options are limited.

http://www.ehcca.com/presentations/readsummit1/ratan_1.pdf
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an important role in correcting this market 
failure by altering investor perceptions of 
the risk-reward equation associated with 
these technologies. they can do this in three 
primary ways. 

Fund Meaningful Pilot Studies to 
Reduce Safety Net-Specific Risks. after 
identifying the most promising technolo-
gies with high social value, social investors 
can help them succeed by underwriting and 
facilitating compelling pilot studies and 
clinical trials. this would directly reduce 
one of the most daunting costs of bringing 
promising innovations to market and could 
significantly reduce the time it takes to de-
velop the clinical proof needed to catalyze 
provider adoption.

Such studies can also be designed to im-
prove the attractiveness of the safety net as 
a market. there’s a common perception that 
safety net patients are less likely than other 
populations to comply with their prescribed 
treatments—including the use of technology. 
rigorous studies with results that stand up 
to peer review may be able to demonstrate 
that underserved populations are no less 
compliant than other market segments. if 
particular patient groups continue to show 
difficulties with compliance, social investors 
might support the piloting of innovations 
to minimize these issues—for example, by 
shifting the burden of treatment or testing 
from the patient to the provider or by making 
patient requirements more fail-safe.

to get good value from the studies they 
fund, social investors must think more stra-
tegically than they have in the past about 
what to test, how to test it, and what data 
should be generated. the majority of pilot 
studies should include controls, produce 
publishable results, and include a rigorous 
economic evaluation of the technology, so 
that decision makers who can influence 
adoption perceive the data as credible.

to accomplish these objectives, social in-
vestors can collaborate directly with payers 
to determine the kind of value proposition 
data—cost savings, improved care metrics, 
and so on—they would want to see before 
they would be willing to pay. then they could 
design and fund a pilot to gather those data. 
in the BeWell example at the beginning of 
this article, the company might have gen-
erated greater interest from investors and 
health care providers if its pilot study had 
been specifically designed with the goal of 
demonstrating significant value for custom-

erate and save money—for example, by 
avoiding unnecessary tests and procedures. 
With these new incentives, technologies 
that keep patients out of the hospital may 
become appealing to traditional fee-for-
service providers that previously wouldn’t 
have considered them.

the details of the aCO model still remain 
to be proven, but social investors can lend 
valuable insights as policymakers and pro-
viders figure out how to make the approach 
work. For instance, investors who are consid-
ering aCOs as potential buyers of medical 
technologies may be concerned that they 
will face long sales cycles that require ap-
provals by the network’s board of directors 
before new products can be adopted. Social 
investors can potentially anticipate such 
risks and, through the pilot studies they sup-
port, gather data aimed at shortening sales 
cycles for aCOs.

Establish Dual-Market Potential. Be-
cause subsidized business models are 
rarely sustainable over the long run, social 
investors have a vested interest in increas-
ing the crossover potential of cost-saving 
technologies that have been shown to serve 
safety net populations effectively. reim-
bursement reform and the advent of aCOs 
will potentially increase the opportunity 
for technologies optimized for the safety 
net to penetrate commercial markets in 
the united States. Specifically, reimburse-
ment reform will create incentives to en-
courage the adoption of new technologies 
among Medicare fee-for-service providers 
beyond the safety net (with private payers 
following Medicare’s lead in granting reim-
bursement). Similarly, aCOs will involve 
not just Medicare and Medicaid beneficia-
ries, but patients with private insurance as 
well, thereby giving private payers another 
reason to think differently about preventive 
care. By supporting these policy changes, 
social investors will help establish dual uS 
markets for safety net innovations.

Social investors can further support 
technology crossovers by coordinating net-
works of VCs with an interest in investing 
in overseas markets and introducing them 
to technologies that reduce costs while 
improving health outcomes. Outside the 
united States, large emerging markets in 
countries like india and China are attract-
ing significant attention. Some of the tech-
nologies that have been shown to deliver 
value to safety net providers may be strong 

ers and determining the return on invest-
ment required for adoption. that, in turn, 
might have eliminated some of the risks for 
traditional venture investors and health care 
organizations. translational work of this 
kind would help innovations get uptake in 
the market and attract investment.

Change Policy. in parallel, social inves-
tors can help address business model and 
reimbursement-related risks, such as the 
ones health hero network faced, by urg-
ing CMS and federal lawmakers to realign 
incentives in the current reimbursement 
system to support the use of technologies 
that reduce costs, improve care, and increase 
access, even if this means shifting the venue 
or disrupting the traditional model of care.

Existing incentives for “closed” health 
care providers, such as the Va, kaiser 
permanente, and other managed care or-
ganizations receiving fixed payments for 
services, may be adequate as long as siz-
able, long-term capital investments are not 
necessary. But direct reimbursement for in-
novative new technologies would certainly 
strengthen their motivation. it would also 
make the technologies more appealing to 
providers that still serve fee-for-service 
Medicaid and Medicare patients.

in 2011, a unique opportunity exists for 
social investors to interact with the new 
Center for Medicare and Medicaid inno-
vation, which Congress created under the 
affordable Care act. this division of CMS 
has a mandate to test innovative payment 
and service delivery models to reduce 
program expenditures while preserving 
or enhancing the quality of care for Medi-
care and Medicaid recipients. it has been 
given $10 billion in funding to explore new 
payment models between 2011 and 2019, 
which means that social investors are per-
haps better positioned than ever before to 
collaborate with the center and influence 
its policy recommendations.

another aspect of the affordable Care 
act that may present opportunities for so-
cial investors to effect change is the intro-
duction of accountable care organizations 
(aCOs). aCOs are virtual networks of doc-
tors and hospitals that share responsibility 
for providing care to a defined population of 
patients over a specific period of time. the 
aCO concept is intended to make groups of 
previously disconnected providers jointly 
accountable for the health of their patients, 
giving them stronger incentives to coop-
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candidates for improving health care in the 
developing world for tens or hundreds of 
millions of customers.  

FUndIng SocIAL InnovATIonS
When it comes to funding innovations with 
high social value, social investors can use 
several models. targeted grantmaking is 
perhaps the most common form of support 
that foundations, philanthropists, and gov-
ernment agencies offer. innovators receive 
financial support from these entities with no 
expectation that they will repay the money. 
With effective targeted grantmaking pro-
grams, such as the uS Small Business inno-
vation research (SBir) program, funding is 
awarded for a specific purpose (for example, 
conducting a defined pilot study) and must 
be linked to a specific commercialization 
plan for moving the technology to market.

program-related investment is another 
common form  of funding. it has been 
around since 1969, but it has become in-
creasingly popular over the last 10 years. 
recognizing some of the inherent limita-
tions of grantmaking, such as the depen-
dence these subsidies can create, social 
investors like the acumen Fund developed 
processes for providing “social capital” to 
bridge the gap between the efficiency and 
scale of commercial venture capital and 
the social impact of pure philanthropy.4 
With these models, capital is raised from 
donors (typically large foundations) and 
then invested in fledgling companies with 
products and services that have the poten-
tial to generate high social impact, achieve 
scale rapidly, and become self-sustaining 
within five to seven years.

the companies benefiting from pro-
gram-related investments might be given 
loans, guarantees that allow them to access 
capital through other channels, or invest-
ments in exchange for equity. the social in-
vestor expects to earn a return on its money, 
but the rates, investment horizon, and other 
terms are less stringent than traditional 
venture requirements. acumen Fund, for 
example, expects that approximately half 
of its investments will succeed and half will 
fail. For this reason, it hopes to realize a two-
times return on its successful investments, 
so that 100 percent of all capital raised from 
acumen donors can be reinvested multiple 
times.5 Other entities recycling donor capi-
tal in this way within the health care field 
include the Bill & Melinda gates Foundation, 

the robert Wood Johnson Foundation, and 
the California healthCare Foundation with 
its innovations for the underserved fund. 
(For more information about this strategy, 
see “Foundations as investors” on page 21.)

Social venture funds are yet another 
source of capital. With this type of financ-
ing, no donors are involved; foundations, 
corporations, and high-net-worth individu-
als make debt or equity investments into a 
fund and become limited partners, as they 
would with any private equity or venture 
fund. the fund pursues a social mission, 
however, in addition to seeking to generate 
a financial return for its investors. “investors 
take an outsized risk for the ability to have a 
social impact,” explains raj kundra, direc-
tor of capital markets at acumen Fund. the 
acumen Capital Market fund has attracted 
investments from such high-profile founda-
tions as rockefeller and Skoll. By offering 
returns, even though they might be below 
market rates, fund managers are able to raise 
and deploy significantly larger amounts of 
capital than they could by raising donations 
for grants or program-related investments.

Foundations, in turn, contribute to these 
funds to help technologies with high social 
value reach a point at which they are attrac-
tive to traditional investors. as kundra says, 
the goal of impact investing is to provide 
a proof of concept for interesting technolo-
gies and then bring in new sources of capital 
once these innovations are far enough along 
to meet more traditional investment criteria.

a fourth funding option focuses on 
commercializing innovations developed in 
academic settings. From 2006 to 2011 the 
Wallace h. Coulter Foundation awarded 
grants of $5 million to nine universities. 
the schools used the money to provide seed 
funding to projects that had the potential 
to generate treatments and devices that im-
prove human health. at Stanford university, 
one of the grant recipients, 25 such projects 
were funded during the five-year period. a 
panel of academics, entrepreneurs, and in-
vestors selected the projects, and each one 
followed a rigorous development process 
that included a detailed commercializa-
tion analysis. almost half of these projects 
moved toward the marketplace as a result 
of the funding, and they have secured $43 
million in follow-on funding, with 49 per-
cent from nongovernment sources.

Following on the success of the program, 
the Coulter Foundation established a $20 

million endowment at Stanford to support 
funding of such translational projects in per-
petuity. By staging its investment, the foun-
dation proved that a rigorous development 
process can work in an academic setting to 
increase the rate at which new technologies 
reach the market. it also demonstrated how 
such an approach can accelerate the transla-
tion of early-stage discoveries into market-
able products. Other foundations with an 
interest in supporting the development and 
commercialization of products or services 
that can reduce the cost of health care in en-
vironments with limited resources—without 
sacrificing quality—could potentially pursue 
similar funding models.

concLUSIon
nearly all health care stakeholders now 
believe that the future of the entire system 
depends on gaining better control of rising 
costs. as a result, interest is growing in in-
novations that enable more efficient and 
cost-effective care. traditional investors 
appear more open to funding such proj-
ects, as long as they can generate sufficient 
financial returns.

Social investors can play an important 
role in this movement. they can identify op-
portunities to reduce risks, change policy, 
and help establish dual markets for bold, 
potentially market-transforming ideas that 
otherwise could struggle to raise funding 
from traditional sources. they can also pro-
vide flexible, long-term capital in the form 
of targeted grants, program-related invest-
ments, social venture funds, or endowments. 
through these mechanisms, donors, inves-
tors, funders, providers, and innovators can 
help ensure that high-impact innovations 
find their way to the patients who need 
them the most. s
1 agency for healthcare research and Quality, 

uS department of health and human Services, 
“daily patient-provider Communication and data 
transfer using Mobile phones improves Out-
comes and reduces Costs for teens with Chronic 
asthma,” april 18, 2008.

2 E.C. Saviano and M. powers, “California’s Safety-
net Clinics: a primer,” California healthCare 
Foundation, november 2005.

3 robert Bosch healthcare, “reducing hospital ad-
missions: Lessons from the health Buddy project,” 
presentation at the national Medicare readmis-
sions Summit, Washington, d.C., June 1-2, 2009.

4 acumen Fund, “What is patient Capital?,”  
www.acumenfund.org/about-us/what-is-patient-
capital.html.

5 Stanford graduate School of Business, “acumen 
Fund and Embrace: From the Leading Edge of  
Social Venture investing,” april 2011.

http://www.acumenfund.org/about-us/what-is-patient-capital.html
http://www.gsb.stanford.edu/cgbe/academics/cases.html
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Innovation Is Only Half  
the Answer
By LiSa Suennen

w ith health care costs at an all-time high and quality 
of care under siege, more of the same isn’t going to 
cut it. the united States needs innovation, not incre-
mental change, to cure its ailing health care system.

Fortunately, public and private organizations have made it 
their mission to catalyze innovations that solve the thorny chal-
lenge of providing better health care services to more people with 
less money. nearly every major uS health care corporation and 
foundation seems to have a newly minted center for innovation. 
the nonprofit X priZE Foundation will award $10 million to those 
who “accelerate the real-world impact of science, technology, and 
information.” the Center for Medicare and Medicaid innovation, 
the agency for healthcare research and Quality, and the Office 
of the national Coordinator for health information technology 
have all launched high-profile innovation initiatives.

although this quest is laudable, the arrow may well fall short 
of the bull’s-eye. Most of the innovation efforts are designed to 
reward the creation of great ideas but not to deliver real systemic 
change. that’s because they fail to take into account a last critical 
step: turning ideas into reality.

too often, these programs disregard how innovations will be 
funded, commercialized, adopted, and spread into common use. 
the public sector in particular has demonstrated a worrisome 
reluctance to analyze leadership and operational capabilities as 
an intrinsic part of determining the quality of an innovation. Few 
require the winning ideas to be married with driven, strategic-
thinking entrepreneurs who know how to turn lightbulb moments 
into broad-based reality.

the guiding principle of many innovation competitions has 
been “if you build it, they will come.” those who build businesses 
for a living know this is almost never the case. Social investors 
gloss over these issues at their peril.

the pursuit of “innovation” just isn’t specific enough. the field 
needs a combination of innovation and entrepreneurship to move 
the needle.

Experience shows that an idea is only as good as the leader who 
figures out how to implement it. too often innovators, focused on 
the needs of the underserved, shy away from traditional business 
ideas like marketing plans and capital formation. Because many 
solutions for the underserved will emanate from public-private part-

nerships, public innovation seekers must apply the same rigor that 
venture capitalists require when they vet new ideas. any analysis 
of the quality of an innovation must be balanced with an analysis of 
the leadership behind it, the plans for scaling it, its ability to dem-
onstrate measurable results, and its financial viability. although 
these analytical criteria are often considered the purview of the 
business community rather than the public health sector, they are 
essential to transforming innovations into solutions.

in addition to prizes and public accolades, health care innovation 
initiatives would fare better if they actively partnered thoughtful 
innovators with entrepreneurs seeking to launch commercial en-
terprises and if they helped them attract the capital to bring ideas 
to market. innovation itself is abundant, but innovation guided by 
a great leader with a strategic implementation plan is not.

a good idea with a great leader beats a great idea with a good 
leader any day of the week. When great ideas and great leadership 
come together, real innovation can happen. s
LISA SUennen is a co-founder and managing member of Psilos Group, a health care- 
focused investment firm. She blogs about health care and investing at venturevalkyrie.com.

Collaboratively Investing 
for the Future
By WiLLiaM roSenZWeig

v enture capitalists generally look for opportunities that 
can achieve rapid consumer adoption once they prove 
their worth to a test market. We look for early adopters 
who enthusiastically share a product with others and 

sometimes even pay a premium for it. regretfully, underserved popu-
lations rarely have the means or access to be early adopters in these 
conventional terms.

Several years ago we funded a company with an innovative 
product that could prevent serious asthma attacks. the company’s 
nutrition bar was particularly well suited to the unmet needs of at-
risk children in polluted urban centers. the product had the po-
tential to bring down the use of steroid drugs and costly inhalers. 
Most important, this nutritional product could reduce the number 
of costly emergency room visits that plague inner-city hospitals 
on the bad-air days that make asthma worse.

although this market was vital from a public health perspective, 
it lacked the commercial characteristics that would have made it 
attractive to early-stage venture investors. the company instead 
chose to pursue an adult market in which it had to compete with 
established pharmaceutical companies, which proved difficult.

had this company partnered with an impact investor who had 

PeRsPeCtIves FRom the FIeld 
Two investors and an entrepreneur take on the challenges facing innovators.

http://www.xprize.org/
http://innovations.cms.gov/
http://www.ahrq.gov/
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expertise with underserved populations, it could have built a cred-
ible business case to pursue a niche market in the inner city. (Such 
an investor wasn’t available at the time, unfortunately.) an innova-
tive financing and partnership structure could have made use of 
the existing research and product development investments in a 
capital-efficient way that demonstrated broad application for the 
product. the company could also have enlisted a corporate partner 
with the deep expertise needed for commercial success.

But such innovative arrangements are far from easy when orga-
nizations with different definitions of success and vastly different 
cultures try to collaborate.

it doesn’t have to be that way, however. Odd-bedfellows part-
nerships can actually succeed when the partners have a shared 
sense of vision, mission, and values.

Successful partners need to be clear about what success looks 
like to all the parties—including expectations around markets, 
business models, returns on investment, time frames, capital 
requirements, scale, and exit options. these expectations must 
be shared, specified, and agreed upon at the outset. if this initial 
process yields promising results, innovative limited partnership 
models can assign different parts of the risks and the rewards to 
appropriate stakeholders, who can build a venture with the poten-
tial for strong financial rewards and meaningful impact. Organi-
zations then can create a governance structure that helps them 
navigate the stages of growth, stay on mission, and achieve the 
kind of performance that will satisfy expectations.

partners collaboratively build a bridge from where an organi-
zation is today to a clearly defined vision for the future. Organiza-
tions plan to be successful. From the beginning, they gather and 
align all the resources they need to get to the desired outcome.

unfortunately, many ventures are built phase to phase, without 
a coherent set of partners around the table at the outset. Because 
of this, many efforts go uncompleted or are unable to maintain the 
momentum or attract additional resources along the way.

regardless of outward appearances, organizations would be 
wise to look for unlikely partners with whom they are aligned on 
vision and with whom they can plan for the long term. the united 
States faces daunting health care problems. despite the challenges, 
the field can collaborate with potential investors who have the finan-
cial and social missions that can make a difference. s
wILLIAM RoSenZweIg is a managing director of Physic Ventures, a venture capital 
fund that invests in keeping people healthy.

Lessons from an Innovator
By ChaiM indig

now is a great time to be in health care. the industry is 
changing and innovation is improving people’s lives.

in 2005, we started phreesia, which automates pa-
tient intake at doctors’ offices. Our product replaces the 

traditional paper clipboard with a wireless, touch screen tablet, al-
lowing patients to enter their demographic, insurance, and clinical 
information electronically, as well as to pay their co-payments and 
balances. phreesia streamlines the check-in process for office staff 
and patients and facilitates better patient-doctor communication. 

it provides a foundation for lower-cost, higher-quality care as well.
Our technology is now in thousands of physician offices across 

the country. We are also providing a platform for a range of health 
improvements, from more effective management of asthma to early 
detection of autism to expedited treatment for acute care patients.

i have learned some important lessons in developing phree-
sia, bringing the company to market, and overcoming a number 
of barriers to adoption. First, the biggest challenge to innovation 
in health care is fear of change. providers and administrators 
are afraid of the repercussions that new technology will cause to 
their institutions and day-to-day workflows. these systems often 
require changes to behavior, staffing, and expectations that can 
be overwhelming.

Moreover, the bureaucracy at many health care institutions 
makes large-scale change difficult to implement. in the early stages 
of the business, one of the biggest hurdles we faced was finding 
customers who were open to modifying the ways they worked—
even when they understood the benefits of engaging patients, 
maximizing efficiency, and increasing collections.

to get around these roadblocks, we made our product as high 
impact as possible, with minimal up-front costs for customers, and 
we built our business model around performance. phreesia does 
not interrupt the normal ways that physician offices work, which 
helps ease the transition for staff. We are not trying to change 
an office’s workflow; we are simply adding value and efficiency 
to their existing processes, and fitting in with the existing reim-
bursement model.

another major obstacle to innovation has to do with the way 
the industry reimburses providers. in other industries, companies 
develop their product or service knowing exactly who will buy it. 
But in health care, the reimbursement model is much less straight-
forward: the people who use the new technology are different from 
those who benefit from it, and they are also different from those 
who pay for it. Because of this disconnect, health care innovators 
need to demonstrate value for each of their stakeholders, and they 
need to make their case in a compelling way.

Further adding to the challenge, the current reimbursement 
model does not directly benefit those who need innovation the 
most, so there is often little motivation for safety net organiza-
tions or health care systems to take on changes that could improve 
health and lower cost.

and finally, the most important lesson: Success in health care 
does not come from the idea, but from executing that idea within 
a sustainable business model. When we first started phreesia, 
we did not raise any outside funds. in our opinion, the most im-
portant thing was not to raise money, but rather to assess the 
market and find a replicable solution to a common problem. Once 
we found customers who wanted our product, we began to com-
mercialize it. We have always looked for, and have been lucky 
to find, partners who not only invested in our business, but also 
offered strategic guidance to help us grow and achieve ongoing 
levels of excellence.

ultimately, our story shows that with a smart and motivated 
team of people who are always searching for new ways to improve 
the delivery of health care, innovators can make a real impact for 
both patients and providers. s
cHAIM IndIg is the founder and CEO of Phreesia.
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Reinventing health  
Care services
A doctor describes his groundbreaking, transdisciplinary effort to design more cost-effective  
care models for conditions that drive a large proportion of US health spending.

By arnoLd MiLStein

My professional life has revolved 
around a single question: how 
can doctors and other health 
professionals catalyze big 

leaps in  the quality and affordability of 
health care? in keeping with the physician 
Charter, a modern version of the hippo-
cratic oath, many physicians are beginning 
to realize that they have an ethical impera-
tive to promote “the wise and cost-effective 
management of limited clinical resources”—
in addition to the health of patients.

this ethical imperative has now become 
a fiscal imperative if the united States is to 
avoid what has been described in The New 
England Journal of Medicine as the “spec-
ter of financial armageddon” for federal 
and state governments. in addition, uS 
workers face a slow strangulation of job and 
wage growth, and employers who compete 
in global markets can look forward to years 
of declining profits.

in my work across the united States, i 
have observed physician groups and other 
health care organizations that deliver high-
quality care at a cost roughly 20 percent lower 
than average. Clinicians have the potential 
to push the value of the uS health system to 
americans far beyond today’s benchmark. 
Evidence from the institute of Medicine of 
the national academy of Sciences suggests 
the possibility of even better care for at least 
one-third less than americans are currently 
spending. But many clinicians are ambivalent 
about tackling this challenge.

they are not alone. insurance compa-
nies resist competition based on the value 
of their services. in many markets, insurers 
also lack the clout to provide incentives to 
health care providers who approach bench-
mark levels of quality and efficiency. and 
consumers are wary of any health system 
change that may limit their access to care 
or freedom to choose providers.

in the current climate, none of the play-
ers is willing to sufficiently strengthen ei-
ther the market or the regulatory mecha-
nisms required to improve the value of 
care. physicians will be important players 
in helping to turn around the situation, be-
cause they enjoy high levels of public trust 
and unique power to affect the cost and 
quality of health care delivery.

A BReAKTHRoUgH In cARe
to help break the stalemate, i am launching 
the Stanford Clinical Excellence research 
Center (CErC). CErC is devoted to ac-
celerating the discovery, demonstration, 
and dissemination of innovative models 
of health care delivery that reduce annual 
per capita health spending while improv-
ing health. harnessing the power of trans-
disciplinary innovation will be central to 
our success.

a historical example may be useful here 
to show the impact of inventions in care 
models. in the 1950s and early 1960s, an 
imaginative physician in Baltimore named 
peter Safar realized that outcomes might 
improve if hospitals centralized the location 
of their sickest patients and increased the 
frequency of patient observation and treat-
ment adjustments with a dedicated team. 

his innovation sparked the evolution of the 
intensive care unit (iCu). the basic concept 
then spread to many aspects of hospital 
care, giving rise to many successful varia-
tions on the theme, such as neonatal iCus, 
burn units, and surgical iCus. hospital 
mortality for the sickest patients plunged.

the concept of tailoring the design of 
clinical work to the needs of distinct pa-
tient groups continues to inspire hospital 
improvements. in 2005, i noticed that a 
similar intensification of care had not been 
tested for medically unstable patients liv-
ing at home, beyond nurses’ infrequent case 
management and generally unsuccessful 
disease management over the telephone. 
Over the past several years, i worked with 
Boeing in Seattle and a union-managed 
health benefits fund for hotel workers in 
atlantic City, n.J., to test a new care model. 
Funded by the California healthCare and 
robert Wood Johnson foundations and 
designed by a team of fresh thinkers from 
four disciplines, we called our model the 
“ambulatory iCu.” Our a-iCu was designed 
to reduce markedly the need for emergency 
hospital care among medically fragile pa-
tients. Early results have been impressive, 
and we are now testing the scalability of 
a-iCus in three additional states.

CErC aims to jump-start other new care 
models for hospitals, as well as for ambula-
tory care. Each model will target an inflec-
tion point in the progression of major health 
conditions associated with large jumps in 
future lifetime spending and patient suf-
fering. an illustrative list of such inflection 
points includes the nine months before and 
the 24 months after delivery by mothers liv-

ARnoLd MILSTeIn, Md, is a professor of medicine  
and the director of Stanford University’s Clinical Excellence 
Research Center.
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ing in poverty; the transition from obesity 
to morbid obesity; the first 30 days after dis-
charge from a hospital; and the last phase 
of life. For example, when an obese patient 
progresses into morbid obesity, the total 
future cost of lifetime disability and care 
increases dramatically.

approximately one-third of the uS pop-
ulation is obese, and approximately 5 per-
cent—or about 15 million people in the united 
States—is morbidly obese. Morbidly obese 
adults have seven times the risk of diabetes, 
six times the risk of hypertension, four times 
the risk of arthritis, and three times the risk 
of asthma as patients who are not obese. 
health care for both levels of obese patients 
in the united States costs an estimated $147 
billion each year—or more than 5 percent of 

uS health care spending. a more affordable 
intervention that is as effective as existing 
treatments and reaches a large proportion 
of obese people approaching morbid obesity 
would create enormous health and financial 
benefits.

today’s obesity treatments based on be-
havior change and medication have proven 
woefully insufficient. Bariatric surgery, on 
the other hand, is quite effective. a recent 
employer survey shows that nearly 60 per-
cent of public and private employers now 
offer some type of bariatric benefit. about 
220,000 bariatric surgeries were performed 
in 2008, and estimates are that the number 
is increasing at about 20 percent per year.

the problem: the procedure costs more 

than $30,000 on average. For this and other 
reasons, the rate of surgery is low relative to 
the number of people who are likely to ben-
efit. if CErC selects this inflection point as 
a target, our goal would be a re-engineered 
form of bariatric surgery that lowers the 
cost below $15,000, without inventing a new 
technology or sacrificing clinical outcomes.

Our approach is to embrace such chal-
lenges through service-design teams of 
five or six postdoctoral fellows in residence 
at Stanford university who represent the 
disciplines of engineering, business, social 
science, and medicine. Our methods will bor-
row the Stanford Biodesign program, which 
Stanford professor of Medicine paul yock de-
vised with Stanford graduate School of Busi-
ness professor Stefanos Zenios and others to 

adapt innovation insights from the Stanford 
School of Engineering’s design program to 
design better medical devices.

the CErC service-design teams will 
initially train along with Stanford’s Biode-
sign fellows. training will focus on the sci-
ence of innovation design. CErC will also 
expose the fellows to exceptionally efficient 
health care organizations so that the fellows 
design beyond today’s best practices rather 
than rediscover what’s already working. as 
they work, diverse faculty will mentor the 
fellows, subjecting their designs to rigor-
ous review, encouragement, and intellec-
tual challenge.

to ensure that our innovations have a 
ready test bed, i have recruited health care 

organizations eager to experiment with high-
value service designs, such as Stanford-af-
filiated health systems, as well as five to six 
top-performing health systems outside of 
California. CErC will assist them in renego-
tiating payment methods if a new care model 
requires revised incentives from insurers 
to be financially sustainable. i have also 
recruited a national network of large, self-
insured employers and large health insurers 
to offer incentives to test the center’s care 
models. an active focus on “value-based” 
payment incentives is crucial to the spread 
of service-model innovations in which the 
cost savings and the work to attain them do 
not naturally accrue to the same party.

InveSTIng In SeRvIce 
InnovATIon
although Stanford is funding CErC’s 
startup costs, the center will need to seek 
additional sources of research investment. a 
major reason for the lack of speed in improv-
ing service design is that service innovations 
are at a huge disadvantage relative to patent-
able devices and drugs when competing for 
investment capital. unlike new molecules 
or devices, service models are easily copied 
public goods. Venture capitalists and other 
investors turn away societally promising 
service investments for this reason.

although the center hopes its models 
will prove compelling to today’s more cost-
focused venture investors, we see an essen-
tial role for foundations and other social 
investors. Many of them are tightly aligned 
with CErC’s mission to improve both the 
quality and affordability of uS health care.

Just as fledgling companies benefit from 
their association with venture capital inves-
tors, health care design innovators need 
social investors. they can also play the es-
sential role of polishing the rough edges of 
service innovations that designers might 
be too close to see. Staff from the Califor-
nia healthCare and robert Wood Johnson 
foundations played this role in the success-
ful testing and spread of a-iCus, which are 
now operating in dozens of uS cities. their 
involvement also builds interest in testing 
innovations among payers and providers.

Working together, CErC and social in-
vestors can ally with uS health systems and 
payers to test and spread innovative care 
models. Bending the curve of per capita 
health-spending growth and improving 
clinical outcomes are a team sport. s
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More than three-quarters of 
the world’s 5.3 billion mobile 
phones are located in the 
developing world. these in-

creasingly powerful devices are proving to 
be a lifeline for people who need improved 
access to health services. the trend of us-
ing mobile phones for health—known as 
mhealth—represents an unprecedented 
opportunity for improving public health.

Much of the innovative thinking in 
mhealth is coming from programs that 
target populations outside the united 
States, often in developing countries. now 
in a twist of fate, the innovations emerging 
from the developing world could prove to 
be a significant springboard for innovation 
in the developed world. 

IMpoRTIng InnovATIon
general Electric CEO Jeffrey immelt and 
his colleagues coined the idea of “reverse 
innovation” in a 2009 Harvard Business Re-
view article, proposing that big companies 
must innovate in developing countries like 
india and China to survive.1 they argued 
that bringing innovations from the develop-
ing world to the developed world would both 
provide access to emerging markets and 
allow companies to pioneer new sources 
of profit in wealthy countries. the unique 

challenges of designing for low-resource 
environments in developing countries has 
fostered highly creative solutions.

One prominent example is gE’s portable 
ultrasound device. traditional ultrasound 
machines cost upwards of $100,000, but a 
gE team in China designed a device for the 
Chinese market that plugs into a laptop and 
costs as little as $15,000. the difference was 
not just in the product’s price, but also in its 
target customers and uses. instead of being 
designed for large hospital imaging centers 
and a range of uses, it was targeted to rural 
health clinics interested in spotting enlarged 
livers and gallstones. this drove further in-
novation in gE’s imaging products, includ-
ing a handheld ultrasound that retails for 
less than $8,000 and is available in india and 
the united States, among other countries.

the tata nano is another example of re-
verse innovation. although tata designed 
the super-low-cost automobile for the urban 
indian market, where it currently retails for 
about $3,000, it expects to export the car to 
other developing countries in 2011, and it 
has ambitions to enter the European market 
by the following year.

Mobile health applications from devel-
oping countries have the same potential to 
penetrate developed markets. in developing 
countries, these applications span a wide 
range of activities, including data collec-
tion, disease surveillance, health promo-
tion, diagnostic support, disaster response, 
and remote patient monitoring. Experts pre-
dict that much of the mhealth innovation 
in developing countries will center around 
financial incentives and payments, as mo-
bile money services targeted at those with-

out bank accounts expand—for example, 
Safaricom’s M-pESa in kenya and Mtn’s 
MobileMoney in various african countries.

programs strengthening health care de-
livery and data reporting have so far made 
up the most publicized mhealth technolo-
gies and programs. Well-known examples 
include traCnet (rwanda), Medic Mobile, 
MoteCh (ghana), and EpiSurveyor (work-
ing around the world). a range of other ser-
vices present promising opportunities for 
learning. (a selection of services is described 
on the map, “innovative mhealth Services in 
developing Countries,” on page 16.)  

Much of the innovative work in mo-
bile health has emerged in South asia 
and sub-Saharan africa. the innovation 
in these places is a result of multiple fac-
tors, including targeted private and public 
funding, flourishing mobile markets, and 
significant health gaps. Several common 
themes have emerged from an analysis of 
the highlighted services: use of incentives 
or just-in-time information figures into each 
of these services; nearly all services involve 
some north-South connection between 
developed and developing countries; all in-
volve mobile network operators, with roles 
ranging from passive communication net-
work to active partner to service provider; 
and at least half have developed business 
models that suggest financial sustainability.

among the applications most likely to 
have an impact in the united States are 
services that encourage positive behavior 
change and that remotely monitor patients. 
(Many of the other mhealth applications, 
such as those for data reporting and disas-
ter response, do not map well to the united 
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States context.) phone-based solutions can 
potentially leapfrog existing approaches in 
the areas of behavior change and remote 
monitoring to lower the significant costs as-
sociated with unhealthy behaviors and with 
patient activity outside of clinical settings. un-
tapped opportunities exist to use financial or 
other forms of micro-incentives for behavior 
change, for instance. although mobile money 
systems are unlikely to roll out in the united 
States as they have elsewhere, financial in-
centives do not require formal mobile money 
systems to function. Further, game-based ap-
proaches, such as those that text to Change 
has developed, can be highly effective.

although myriad mhealth programs are 
operating in developing-country markets, 
only a few prominent mhealth innovations 
in the united States have been imported 
from abroad. among the most notable are 
Vitality glowCaps and greatCall Medica-
tion reminder Service, both of which are 
working to improve medication adherence. 

the stakes are high: not following pre-
scribed medication instructions adds an es-
timated $258 billion to $290 billion annually 
to uS health care costs, or up to 13 percent of 
total health care expenditures.2 in particular, 

medication adherence is a major problem 
for the elderly, contributing to one in five 
Medicare beneficiaries discharged from a 
hospital being readmitted within 30 days.3

Vitality glowCaps and greatCall Medi-
cation reminder Service do similar things, 
but work differently. the glowCap device fits 
over commonly used prescription bottles, 
and it flashes and sounds when the time 
comes to take a pill. if the patient forgets, 
the product then uses an embedded wireless 
chip to offer a phone or text reminder, and 
the system can even alert a friend or family 
member, automatically call in a refill, and no-
tify patients’ doctors about how well they’re 
taking their medicines. the device came 
several years after a similar product known 
as SiMpill was developed in South africa.

a related service that works primarily 
through phone reminders and customer ser-
vice is the greatCall Medication reminder 
Service, available as of 2010 on Jitterbug 
cell phones, which are designed to be par-
ticularly easy to use. the service helps the 
elderly remember to take all their medica-
tions at the right times. Mobile phone-based 
medication reminders have been used in 
various developing-world applications, 

including as early as 2001 in Cape town, 
South africa, as a cost-effective alternative 
to directly observed treatment, short-course 
(dOtS) for tuberculosis patients.

another example is text4baby, which 
provides free health tips to expecting moth-
ers via text messages. Model programs such 
as Vidanet in Mexico and Mobile 4 good 
health tips in kenya provided the inspira-
tion. With more than 190,000 users as of 
July 2011, text4baby has been instrumen-
tal not only in highlighting the potential of 
mobile health to a broad population, but also 
in showing that it can operate at scale, some-
thing that has been done internationally in 
only a few cases. text4baby used a public-
private model to scale up its service, relying 
on a network of hundreds of partners, includ-
ing financial sponsors, 18 mobile providers, 
government entities, and implementation 
partners in all 50 states to help ensure that 
the service can be offered free for everyone. 
the same approach can be seen among the 
mhealth programs that have scaled up glob-
ally. Many rely on complex public-private 
partnerships involving governments, inter-
national donors, and private entities.

none of these uS programs is an exact 

http://www.texttochange.org/
http://www.vitality.net/
http://www.greatcall.com/AppStore/GreatHealth/med-reminders.aspx
http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/studies-missed-meds-cost-250b-year/story?id=13699162
http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMsa0803563#t=abstract
http://www.text4baby.org/
http://www.justmeans.com/Healthy-tech-Mexico-s-mobile-health-reminders/9688.html
http://www.mobile4good.biz/services.html
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copy of the global models that inspired 
them. this provides a lesson for organiza-
tions thinking about importing mhealth 
innovations. the goal should not be to copy 
programs exactly, but rather to adapt global 
innovations for the developed-world market. 
For instance, greatCall’s uS medication re-
minder service does not rely on text messag-
ing, as tuberculosis programs do in South 
africa, but rather on phone calls and a Web 
interface. as another example, Vitality offers 
several other services in the united States 
linked to the glowCap product, besides the 
remote accountability feature that defined 
the SiMpill product in South africa, includ-
ing refill coordination with local pharmacies 
and support for alerts via social networks.   

Models need to adapt to the wide differ-
ences between the united States and the de-
veloping world, not to mention between the 
united States and other developed nations. 
aside from the variations in disease bur-
dens and health systems, many countries 
have different cultures of mobile phone use. 
in the developing world, prepaid, or pay-as-
you-go, models dominate; users commonly 
maintain active accounts with multiple 
providers; people often share phones; and 
users do not pay to receive phone calls or 
text messages. all of these factors affect the 
design of mhealth services.

LoST In TRAnSLATIon
although the united States has seen isolated 
cases in which global models have been 
adapted, overall imports of mhealth inno-
vation have been limited. Quite simply, the 
various organizations that have an interest 
in mhealth—government, operators, health 
care providers, and others—too often have 
not adequately examined models outside the 
united States. aside from this reason, sev-
eral challenges have inhibited the spread of 
global initiatives to the united States, includ-
ing a lack of evidence, unclear regulation, 
payment mechanisms, and market failures.

Lack of Evidence. the field is missing 
evidence of improved health outcomes, both 
globally and domestically. Early mhealth 
programs rarely included strong measure-
ment components. a lack of evidence of im-
pact on health behaviors or outcomes will 
prevent policymakers and many decision 
makers from investing in new technologies 
and programs at a significant scale. the 
good news is that the evidence is beginning 
to appear. Late 2010 saw the publication of 

two notable randomized controlled trial 
studies of text and mobile phone programs, 
and both showed significant improvements 
in outcomes. the first, the Weltel system in 
kenya of text messages to help hiV patients 
stick to their medications, showed significant 
improvements in drug adherence and rates 
of viral suppression among those who used 
the service.4 the second study focused on 
Welldoc in the united States, and it exam-
ined a more comprehensive mobile phone-
based diabetes management system for type 
2 diabetics. it showed statistically significant 
improvements in blood glucose control levels 
among users of the Welldoc system.5 in ad-
dition, the text4baby program is undergoing 
six independent studies, but the earliest data 
are not expected to be available until the end 
of 2011. Moving forward, the field needs for 
evidence to be gathered quickly and for both 
positive and negative outcomes to be shared.

Unclear Regulation. One thought leader 
interviewed during the course of this work 
suggested that strict domestic regulation is 
leading to the “export” of mhealth innova-
tion. the framework for wireless health from 
the uS Food and drug administration (Fda) 
is evolving, and it remains unclear how these 
advances will be regulated. the mhealth 
regulatory Coalition (MrC) is advocating 
for greater clarity around regulatory issues 
so companies and investors can better plan 
for and fund innovation. the MrC is produc-
ing a guidance document to assist the Fda in 
formulating a reasonable approach to regu-
lating mhealth technologies. it released the 

first part of this document in May 2011, with 
the final draft to be presented to the Fda in 
fall 2011. Many of the issues surrounding 
mhealth regulations are unlikely to be re-
solved before the end of 2011.

Payment Mechanisms. health pro-
grams in the united States often look to 
payers—generally employers and insurers, 
both public and private—to support new 
services. But uS payers have not shown 
an interest in purchasing mhealth solu-
tions. to be successful in the united States, 
mhealth applications might have to appeal 
to a new group of payers, including consum-
ers, health care professionals, facilities, and 
industry players like pharmaceutical com-
panies. Multiple stakeholder groups might 
also collaborate to pay for a single service.

Market Failures. in most developing 
countries, governments sponsor mhealth 
programs and fund strong public health 
programs. in the united States, an employer-
based system prevails, and so market fail-
ures frequently hamper the development 
of services that can deliver impact but for 
which private payers see no clear return on 
investment. innovations in public health and 
prevention often stall out for these reasons.

LeSSonS FoR THe FIeLd
Based on extensive research of the existing 
literature and conversations with thought 
leaders and practitioners in the field, several 
lessons have emerged about how mobile 
health might become an area of successful 
reverse innovation. 

Sproxil | Nigeria

Establishes a pharma- 
ceutical anti-counterfeiting 
system in which products 
have item-unique codes that 
customers can text to a 
specific number to ensure 
that the product is genuine.

Text to Change | Uganda

Provides incentive-based interactive 
text messaging in the form of 
multiple-choice questions. 
Encourages health education, 
counseling, and testing for HIV/AIDS.

HealthLine | Bangladesh

Runs a fee-based medical call 
center available 24 hours a day 
to Grameenphone subscribers.

mDhil | India

Broadcasts health messages on 
a subscription basis. Surpassed 
150,000 paid SMS subscribers 
in 2010.

Project Masiluleke | South Africa

Appends information about HIV and 
tuberculosis help lines to “please 
call me” phone messages. More than 
600 million messages sent. 

Changamka | Kenya

Allows patients without health 
insurance to save for health care 
expenses using a medical smart 
card combined with the Safaricom 
M-PESA mobile phone-based 
money-transfer services. Savings 
are redeemed for health services at 
pre-negotiated rates. 

Innovative mHealth Services in Developing Countries

http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736%2810%2961997-6/abstract
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Go Beyond Apps. Much of the current 
focus on mhealth in the united States is 
on smartphone applications, with a rapidly 
increasing interest in embedded wireless 
devices, such as those for in-home patient 
monitoring.6 But in the rest of the world, 
products and services rely heavily on text 
messaging and voice. the past five years in 
the united States have seen a rapid adoption 
of text messaging. according to nielsen, 
people under the age of 18 send or receive 
an average of 2,779 texts per month. On 
the other end of the spectrum, those over 
age 65 exchange 32 texts per month, still 
many more messages than in past years. 
these numbers suggest an opportunity for 
text messaging solutions. in addition, voice 
communications have been used for large-
scale health hotlines in Mexico and india, 
and interactive voice-recognition systems 
have supported community health workers 
in pakistan.7 although smartphone appli-
cations might represent the bleeding edge, 
simple text and voice represent powerful 
tools with almost ubiquitous reach.

Target the Underserved. in the united 
States, the underserved are described in 
various ways: the rural and urban poor, the 
uninsured, the underinsured, the Medic-
aid population, and the undocumented. 
underserved uS markets often provide 
opportunities for a more direct mapping 
of applications from developing countries, 
particularly those from africa and South 
asia, given that mhealth programs often 
target the poor or those who serve the poor. 
Like poor populations in developing coun-
tries, the underserved in the united States 
are more likely to use prepaid mobile phone 
plans, share technology, rely on voice and 
text over data, and own more basic hand-
sets. Effective programs, particularly those 
that emphasize behavior change, under-
stand the culture of their users.

Engage Smaller Operators. the larg-
est uS network operators—at&t, Verizon, 
and Sprint—have all indicated an interest 
in exploring their roles in mhealth over the 
coming years. these three operators support 
250 million users, not including the pending 
merger of at&t and t-Mobile. neverthe-
less, they do not target specific markets of 
the underserved—urban youth, the elderly, 
and immigrant communities—like the 
providers that focus on prepaid services. 
among the largest operators with the pre-
paid model in the united States are Cricket 

Communications, Boost Mobile (Sprint), 
MetropCS, and tracFone. Smaller operators 
like these could provide mhealth services 
to their customers as something that adds 
value, and in the process they could attempt 
to increase usage of voice and data services. 
developing countries have already seen this 
happen. Many operators have recognized 
that providing value-added services is one 
of the most effective ways to retain custom-
ers in a hypercompetitive business without 
service contracts. Examples of such services 
include mobile money services; healthLine 
from grameenphone, Bangladesh’s largest 
mobile network operator; and life insurance 
with the purchase of a SiM card, a product 
that both tigo and Mtn have launched 
in ghana. Just as in the developing world, 
mobile health services have the potential to 
build and retain customers among smaller 
providers in the united States.

Mix Digital with Tactile. the next gen-
eration of innovations in mobile health will 
not rely just on the point-to-point commu-
nication capabilities of phones. rather, they 
will integrate the digital with offline products 
and services as well. For example, the X Out 
tB service, from a team of developers at Mit, 
deploys a specially designed urinalysis test 
strip with embedded numbers that are re-
vealed only when patients who have taken 
their tuberculosis medications take the test. 
the numbers in turn unlock secure mobile 
phone credits, a novel micro-incentive. Simi-
larly, Sproxil works with pharmaceutical 
companies to print a unique physical code 
on the label of each product. Consumers can 
text the code to a specified number in order 
to ensure that the product is genuine before 
they make a purchase. a 2010 study found 
that 70 percent of nigerian antimalarial 
and antituberculosis drugs were ineffective, 
either because they were counterfeit or be-
cause they did not have a high enough dose 
of the active ingredient. Both X Out tB and 
Sproxil offer inspiration for developed-world 
services that mix the digital and the tactile to 
create the next wave of mhealth innovation. 

Completely Rethink Business Models. 

Fundamental innovation requires new ap-
proaches to revenue generation. For example, 
many of the innovations coming online in 
developing countries will be linked to mo-
bile money services. Changamka uses smart 
cards and the Safaricom M-pESa mobile 
money service to help kenyan women save 
for safe pregnancy and delivery services. the 

united States does not have a strong culture of 
patients directly purchasing health services, 
as is common in the developing world, but the 
Changamka model has the potential to fuel 
any number of breakthroughs. 

LooKIng FoRwARd
international markets offer an important 
source of learning for developed countries. 
the technologies and business models 
emerging in developing countries have 
been introduced in low-resource settings 
to improve health care access and quality. 
these approaches have already begun to 
inspire mhealth innovation in the united 
States and other developed countries.

Some of this learning will be based on 
existing models, but much of it will bor-
row from innovations that have yet to be 
launched. direct translation will remain 
elusive. throughout the process, the adapta-
tion of successful models to industrialized 
markets will require creativity, flexibility, 
and a deep understanding of the people who 
use emerging technologies. s
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The great irony of the transforma-
tive health care reform legislation 
passed in 2010 is that although 
the law promises access to care 

for 30 million americans, it relies on an 
outdated structure woefully ill prepared to 
serve them. Constrained resources, flawed 
economics , rising costs—how can a health 
care system under so much strain survive 
such an expansion? the answer will be 
found in creativity.

Over time, the most dynamic health care 
institutions have boosted their creative 
metabolisms, so to speak, with promising 
methods for vetting new ideas and technol-
ogies. More recently under Chief technol-
ogy Officer todd park, the uS department 
of health and human Services (hhS) has 
become known as a budding innovator, 
too—and none too soon, given the magni-
tude of the challenge it confronts.

Like all institutions in this era of re-
form, hhS is leveraging the entrepre-
neurial experience of people like park to 
reinvent how it does business. But as park 
explains, hhS is aiming for more: “We 
are trying to do things in government that 
will facilitate entrepreneurship and inno-
vation in the private sector. think of it as 
meta- entrepreneurship.”

the department can be thought of as 
the largest, most important health care 
institution in the country. as the agency 
that administers Medicare and Medicaid, 
it in effect picks up more than 47 percent of 
the nation’s health care tab. private insur-
ance companies also look to the hhS for 
benchmarks that help them establish their 

own pricing. and the department’s newly 
created Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
innovation is now responsible for creating 
new payment models, such as systems to 
pay physicians’ salaries instead of fees for 
service. hhS plays an equally significant 
role as a health care regulator, too.

What happens at hhS will therefore 
help shape the course of the entire industry. 
as they endeavor to create a culture of inno-
vation inside and outside the government’s 
bureaucracies, park and his colleagues are 
learning important lessons for the field.  

An eLepHAnT LeARnS To dAnce
When Silicon Valley entrepreneur todd 
park joined hhS as chief technology offi-
cer (CtO) in august 2009, the department 
was the least likely of government institu-
tions to be described as nimble or creative. 
it certainly did not look innovative. as the 
health reform debate reached a crescendo, 
hhS was more often described as a bloated 
elephant.

part of this perception owed to its size. 
hhS is a colossus, housing 10 of the nation’s 
major domestic policy administrations, in-
cluding three of its largest: the Centers for 
Medicare & Medicaid Services, the national 
institutes of health, and the administration 
for Children and Families. hhS has 73,000 
full-time staff, which is roughly equivalent 
to the payroll of Cisco Systems. it also has 
an authorized annual budget of $902 bil-
lion. its spending authority is 50 percent 
larger than the 2011 general funds of all 50 
states combined.

Big bureaucracy was foreign territory 
to park. he had captured the Obama ad-
ministration’s attention as the co-founder 
of athena health, an early health informa-
tion technology startup specializing in 
revenue cycle management for medical 

practices. When athena health debuted on 
the naSdaQ stock exchange in 2007, the 
then 34-year-old park became a multimil-
lionaire and an instant symbol of Silicon 
Valley success.

Back in fall 2009, it was far from certain 
that Congress would pass a health reform 
bill. But park’s move to hhS hinted that 
the department was about to undergo some 

radical change of its own. to start with, un-
til park agreed to become its CtO, the job 
had never existed at hhS. it turned out that 
park’s superiors, hhS Secretary kathleen 
Sebelius and deputy Secretary William 
Corr, had an unusual take on the new role.

“When i got here my boss told me, ‘todd, 
you’re a change agent, and your job is to 
originate initiatives that will help hhS har-
ness the power of data and technology in 
innovative ways to improve health,’” park 
recounted in an interview. this was not the 
traditional CtO mandate. “the title is a bit 
of a red herring—i’m really an entrepreneur-
in-residence,” park explains, slipping into 
his Silicon Valley dialect.

an entrepreneur-in-residence, or Eir, 
works under the tutelage of a venture capital 
firm and is typically expected to source new 
deals, form a new company, or help manage 
an existing company in the firm’s portfolio. 

the modus operandi 
is to come up with an 
idea, find three to five 
people and form a virtu-
al startup around them, 
and run it like a silicon 
valley operation.

cARLeen HAwn is co-founder and CEO of Healthspottr, 
a networking organization that connects health innovators. 
Formerly, she was an associate editor at forbes and a senior 
writer and West Coast bureau chief for fast Company.

 Government 2.0
Thanks to Todd Park, a federal agency has discovered that health care organizations  
can think more like nimble startups than like lumbering giants. 

By CarLeen haWn
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inside a bureaucracy as complex as hhS, 
succeeding as its lonely Eir was prone to 
be even more difficult than managing its 
it systems might have been. But park had 
little time to dwell on this fact.

a lesser-known mandate of the health 
reform bill of 2010 was a requirement that 
hhS build a consumer service that could 
help consumers “take control of their health 
care.” the goal was to make information 
more accessible to average americans.

it was a vague but daunting objective. to 
put a finer point on it, the law required that a 
new Web portal provide details about prices 

and coverage for every public or private 
insurance plan on the market. the portal 
should also explain confusing topics like tax 
credits and reinsurance programs to small 
businesses, and it should educate consum-
ers about how the labyrinthine insurance 
industry works. Later it would add preven-
tative care advice, too. to a technology en-
trepreneur, the product might have been 
described as a yahoo! for health insurance.

Only days after Congress passed the 
patient protection and affordable Care 
act to reform the health care system, the 
task of building such an all-encompassing 
portal landed on park’s desk. Sebelius gave 
her new CtO just three months to build it. 
Even by Silicon Valley’s adrenaline junkie 
standards, three months to get from con-
cept to launch was extremely tight.

“no one thought we could do it,” park 
says. “it was like, ‘there shall be this site 

and it shall allow any american who walks 
up to it to get all the information on every 
insurance company in america—and good 
luck!’” in perfect bureaucratic form, park’s 
hhS colleagues didn’t actually expect him 
to deliver it. “they expected us to launch 
with a placeholder [site],” he says.

By the time they set to work, park’s team 
had just 75 days to launch the portal. On 
July 1, 2010, hhS debuted healthCare.gov, 
and it was anything but a placeholder site. 
Consumers found an intelligent engine that, 
on the basis of responses to a few questions, 
could deliver a customized overview of in-

surance plans. they could toggle through 
Web pages to compare thousands of plans 
for their benefits, participating providers, 
and eligibility requirements. the portal was 
also interactive, regularly asking users how 
hhS might improve the site.

the response was a groundswell. Since 
it launched, 5.7 million people have visited 
healthCare.gov. if simple when compared 
with inventing a faster microchip, the por-
tal is nevertheless an innovation that has 
helped transform hhS from a remote bu-
reaucracy into an accessible presence in the 
lives of millions of newly engaged health 
care consumers.

FIve RULeS FoR InnovAToRS
Building successful innovation projects like 
this inside such an unlikely institution, and 
in so short a time, wasn’t an accident. park 
has developed a tried-and-true set of rules 

that guide his work.
“i wouldn’t say we have a system yet, but 

there are things we are doing that are meant 
to be systemic,” park says. he breaks down 
his method into the five standard operating 
procedures that follow. (See “todd park’s 
rules for innovators” on page 20.)

RULe #1: Downsize Your Idea. Step one 
is to decide on the right projects to pursue. 
park uses an easy-to-remember, two-part 
filter: First, the project must have the po-
tential to generate a significant impact that 
furthers the organization’s mission. Second, 
the project must be small enough for just 
five people to tackle.

“Start with the institutional mission or 
the high-level goal,” says park, “and then 
ask yourself: What are the [individual] 
things most likely to produce a big ‘delta’ 
against that goal?” the smaller things with 
the largest mission impact are the projects 
you should take on.

at hhS, the high-level goal was to help 
consumers take control of their health care 
using technology and data—again, a mis-
sion both vague and grand. the informa-
tion portal, however, was a comparatively 
small idea that had the potential to deliver 
a lot of bang for the buck in advancing the 
high-level goal. it was also much simpler 
to execute than, say, a full-scale software 
application, which would have required a 
more complicated information technology 
architecture, much more code, and many 
more people. 

 
RULe #2: Form Small Teams. Once you’ve 
downsized your grand mission into a real-
istic project, form a core team of no more 
than five people. Call it “the rule of Five.” 
go larger than five, park cautions, and the 
incremental costs of full-time employees 
outweigh the benefits of the teamwork. 
“you just cannot get more than five people 
to think like a single brain,” park says. Core 
teams of 10 or 20 are simply too big to think 
collectively or to track what’s going on.

now, park doesn’t think that groups of 
five can accomplish everything. Some proj-
ects need worker bees to get things done. 
For example, park added 15 researchers 
to pull together the data about insurance 
plans for the portal. park thought of them 
as contractors, but he confined ownership 
over the project to a core unit of five, includ-
ing himself.

http://www.healthcare.gov/
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projects also need the right mix of peo-
ple. people outside the Beltway know that 
the best way to organize an innovative ef-
fort is to have the strategy people, the tech-
nology people, and the operations people all 
blended together on one team. “Employees 
one through five should be really hard to tell 
apart,” park says. “they are all like [navy] 
SEaLs—people who can be called upon to 
do any of the necessary tasks. they are 
always in the same room, and they are all 
focused on the same question: ‘What does 
the customer want?’”

RULe #3: Spend Time with Your Custom-
ers. When first asked to explain his meth-
ods at hhS, park responded tartly: “i can 
tell you what we didn’t do. We didn’t do a 
focus group!” instead park and his team 
spent their time conducting “deep dive” 
conversations with real people.

Big organizations often hire consul-
tants and market researchers to compile 
enormous research reports. park believes 
that innovators are better served when 
they skip expensive, formalized research 
and instead spend lots of time asking cus-
tomers questions like “Would you use this 
product?” and “do you like it better this 
way, or that way?”

people cannot want what they do not 
yet know. “a focus group would never have 
come up with the internet or e-mail,” park 
says. “all the focus groups in the world will 
not help you discover the customer’s inar-
ticulable preference.” he says focus groups 
are great for assessing incremental im-
provements to existing products, but they 
are useless for identifying opportunities to 
create breakthrough innovations that peo-
ple don’t yet know they desperately need. 

RULe #4: Identify the Minimum Viable 
Product. innovators commonly make the 
mistake of trying to do too much, too soon. 
they try to build a space shuttle instead of 
a glider. Finding your “minimum viable 
product” means building the smallest pos-
sible offering that will still deliver value to 
the customer.

“the probability that your first idea is 
the right idea is incredibly low,” says park. 
athena health’s first business plan was to 
manage medical practices. But this wasn’t 
the product that doctors needed. doctors re-
ally wanted a smarter, easier way to collect 
payments from insurance companies, so 

athena health transformed 
itself into a provider of rev-
enue cycle management 
services.

knowing that the first 
product is likely to be insuf-
ficient, park recommends 
instead going to market 
with a stripped-down of-
fering that your customers 
can begin to use right away. 
then collect feedback—and 
iterate, iterate, iterate to improve the prod-
uct from there.

this approach also reinforces rule #2. 
When you engage customers early in the 
process, you increase the odds of deliver-
ing what they need, which increases the 
odds of success. 

RULe #5: Impose Deadlines of 90 Days or 
Less. if inertia is the enemy of the incum-
bent, urgency is the innovator’s friend. the 
best way to sustain a sense of urgency, park 
says, is to impose deadlines on your project 
of 90 days or less.

imposing short deadlines gets you to 
market sooner, which gives you an earlier 
chance to uncover and fix your product’s 
shortcomings. aggressive deadlines also 
have the added benefit of enforcing disci-
pline. When a team has just 90 days to show 
results, it is less likely to let anything dis-
tract it from that goal. the team can achieve 
incremental progress as well, which keeps 
everyone motivated.

if you think your project requires more 
time to launch, you haven’t thought small 
enough. go back to rule #1. 

THInK SMALL, deMAnd Speed 
you may have noticed a pattern here. all of 
park’s five operating procedures are mutu-
ally reinforcing. in the end, they come down 
to achieving bite-size yet outsize results 
quickly. they have nothing to do with the 
physical environment your team works 
in, or with the technology tools they use. 
“Just putting [your staff] in a building with 
translucent walls and giving them ipads 
isn’t going to make them innovative,” says 
park. But by following his guidelines, the 
process of innovation itself can be scaled.

Since building the health care portal, 
park has gone on to lead even larger proj-
ects successfully. For instance, the Com-
munity health data initiative (Chdi) is a 

public-private program to 
help local leaders and public 
health workers more clearly 
understand, and improve, 
the performance of their 
community health systems. 
Web tools mine hhS data 
on the regional use of re-
sources, rates of avoidable 
hospitalizations and read-
missions, the prevalence of 
diseases within communi-

ties, and the determinants of disease, such 
as access to healthy food.

the project originated as a plan to build, 
in-house, the largest-ever health data map. 
park and his team quickly realized their 
original goal was too big to be a glider, to 
borrow his catchphrase. hhS released the 
data to the public and let outside coders do 
the heavy lifting instead.

next, park expanded the Chdi proj-
ect into a national health data initiative 
(hdi). another joint effort between hhS 
and the private sector, hdi aims to spur 
entrepreneurs to develop consumer soft-
ware and smartphone applications that tap 
into government health care data. Once 
secreted away in hidden databases, these 
data troves are also now available to anyone 
at hhS affiliate websites like health.data.
gov and healthindicators.gov, and through 
sites operated by private sector partners 
like health 2.0.

in the last year, park has sponsored hdi 
“code-a-thons” in San Francisco, Boston, 
and Bethesda, Md., working together with 
health 2.0. hundreds of developers have 
produced dozens of new tools, including 
45 applications that park claims “present 
real, viable business models.”

as it both innovates internally and fos-
ters public-private projects like these, hhS 
is setting its sights on a transformation of 
health care. its work, in turn, demonstrates 
valuable lessons for entrepreneurs in all 
environments.

“it is absolutely possible to innovate in 
a way that is replicable,” park concludes.  
“the modus operandi is to come up with 
an idea, find three to five people to make 
it real, form a virtual startup around them, 
and run the thing like a Silicon Valley op-
eration. this is the polar opposite of how 
large companies function. it is anathema 
to how government functions. But if hhS 
can do it, anyone can do it.” s 

Todd Park’s Rules 
for Innovators
1. Downsize your idea.
2. Form small teams.
3. Spend time with your 

customers.
4. Identify the minimum 

viable product.
5. Impose deadlines of 

90 days or less.

http://www.hhs.gov/open/plan/opengovernmentplan/initiatives/initiative.html
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Foundations as Investors
Social investors are experimenting with a profusion of creative funding mechanisms to  
help innovators sustain health-improving approaches and to achieve greater impact.

By John goLdStein and Margaret LaWS

Lifewave was facing an inflection 
point in late 2010. the early-stage 
company had a technology prom-
ising more accurate fetal monitor-

ing in obese and overweight women, whose 
deliveries now account for 60 percent of all 
births in the united States. these women 
have pregnancies with high rates of com-
plications and C-sections.

Early Lifewave clinical trials had pro-
duced promising results. technology ex-
perts, investors, and clinicians also viewed 
the product favorably. But the company 
was having difficulty raising the neces-
sary funds to get through the regulatory-
approval process.

the California healthCare Foundation 
(ChCF) was contemplating an investment 
through its health innovation Fund. if a 
ChCF investment were to be successful in 
moving the company to the commercializa-
tion stage, the Medicaid program in Califor-
nia, which pays for half of the pregnancies 
in the state, could reap significant savings.

Lifewave was the innovation Fund’s 
first for-profit investment proposal. the 
foundation team began with a review of the 
company and its “mission fit” with ChCF’s 
charitable goals. the ChCF staff engaged 
in a spirited discussion about whether and 
how this investment could drive lower-cost 
care and improve access for underserved 
populations, its criteria for investment. 
Once the proposal passed the mission-fit 

screen, the team would finalize the terms 
of the investment, in consultation with le-
gal and investment advisors experienced 
in both technology investment and founda-
tion impact investing.

in order to secure an investment from 
ChCF that could help get it through reg-
ulatory approval, particularly given the 
challenges the company had faced seeking 
capital from traditional investors, Lifewave 
was prepared to adhere to the foundation’s 
investment goals—to improve outcomes for 
obese and overweight pregnant women, the 
providers who care for them, and the pub-
licly financed system that pays for much of 
the care they receive. after approximately 
four months of due diligence, ChCF in-
vested just under $1 million in april 2010.

the foundation is among many organiza-
tions looking for ways to enhance traditional 
approaches to funding social innovation. 

What drives their entry into “impact” or 
“mission” investing varies, but it generally 
includes a desire to scale up and spread suc-
cessful programs, align an investor’s assets 
with its mission and goals, and work with 
innovative efforts across the spectrum of 
nonprofit and for-profit organizations. Sev-
eral uS health care foundations are following 
in the footsteps of their philanthropic coun-
terparts in housing, economic development, 
and education. they are developing ways 
to find, make, and manage financial invest-
ments in private sector companies that can 
help fulfill their charitable missions.

this article focuses on foundation in-
vestments as a representative sample of 
the wider realm of social investments with 
a market orientation.

THe BASIcS oF MISSIon InveSTIng 
Mission investing, often referred to as 

JoHn goLdSTeIn is co-founder of Imprint Capital 
Advisors, which catalyzes capital for social impact by 
supporting foundations, individuals, and family offices 
and their trusted advisors. 

MARgAReT LAwS is director of the California Health-
Care Foundation’s Innovations for the Underserved  
program, which focuses on reducing barriers to efficient, 
affordable health care for the underserved by encouraging, 
testing, and promoting lower-cost models of care. She also 
directs the foundation’s mission-investing efforts.
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impact investing, refers to investments in 
revenue-generating nonprofit and for-profit 
organizations whose work is consistent 
with an investor’s charitable purpose and 
goals.1 the emphasis is on investments, as 
opposed to grants. unlike traditional grant-
making, mission investors expect that the 
funds will be paid back—recycled for their 
charitable purposes, so to speak. these in-
vestments offer investors a way to advance 
their philanthropic missions while support-
ing enterprises that may be more likely to 
achieve sustainability and scale than the 
typical grant-funded initiative.

Mission investments can include cash 
deposits, bonds, loans, or venture capital 
and private equity investments in compa-
nies, and they can be made directly, through 
funds, or via specialized intermediaries. 
Some mission-investing programs are mar-
ket-oriented, generating financial returns 
that are comparable with typical investments 
in an organization’s portfolio. Within the 
foundation world, these are typically referred 
to as mission-related investments (Mri). 
Other programs take more risk or accept 
lower returns than commercial investors 
would take, but they also have the potential 
to generate significant impacts and deep 
alignment with an organization’s mission. 
these investments are a subset of mission 
investing referred to as program-related in-
vestments (pris). With all forms of mission 
investments, foundation social investors 
follow specific standards and regulations.

Social investors are exploring mission 
investing because they have experienced 
“successful” pilot projects that never made 
it beyond the initial site and often didn’t 
continue once the grant period was over. 
although grants are the right tool for much 
of the work of social investors, fundamental 
limitations and challenges exist to scaling 
and sustaining organizations whose pri-
mary “fuel” consists of grants.

Moreover, many of the innovations that 
social investors care about are in the for-
profit sector. this dynamic is particularly 
true in health. Whereas government pays 
for about 47 percent of health care deliv-
ered in the united States, private sector 
institutions deliver the vast majority of 
health care using technologies, devices, and 
tools that for-profit companies develop. in 
part because of health care cost escalation, 
health reform, and other forces, experienced 
innovators and investors are increasingly 

focusing their energy, capital, and creativity 
on developing solutions that ensure high-
quality, lower-cost health care, as the arti-
cles in this supplement have demonstrated.

this growing pool of innovation and 
capital creates an exciting opportunity for 
social investors to reach out to new partners 
who can help tackle important health care 
challenges. these investors now have the 
opportunity to align their own knowledge 
and assets with this emerging breed of entre-
preneurs and investors. in addition, the long 
history of health foundation work with the 
Medicaid and Medicare programs and public 
hospitals offers a window into what it will take 
for innovative technologies and services to be 
successful as these public programs expand 
and evolve under health reform.

IMpAcT InveSTIng In HeALTH cARe
What follows is a map of the emerging im-
pact investment landscape among uS health 
care foundations. the goals and approaches 
vary significantly, but the diversity among 
programs provides a sense of how those 
seeking to use investments to improve health 
have approached mission investing.

interest areas extend beyond health care 
delivery to include the social factors that 
affect health (referred to as social determi-
nants of health), such as poverty, education, 
air quality, and wellness issues like food 
and fitness. Opportunities for investment 
in both for-profit and revenue-generating 
nonprofit organizations exist in each of 
these areas, and each can offer social in-
vestors interesting opportunities to extend 
their traditional approaches to grantmaking 
and endowment management. (See “areas 
of Mission investment” at right.)

although health care foundations are 
working across a wide range of topic areas, 
impact investment projects are beginning 
to emerge under several common themes.

Lowering Investment Risk. Foundations 
can play an important role in lowering the 
risk for traditional financial investors, as the 
authors argued in the article that opened 
this supplement. (See “Funding the Safety 
net” on page 4.) their work can encour-
age investors—whose capital, expertise, 
and networks offer significant benefits—to 
support initiatives that might not otherwise 
meet the criteria for investment.

For example, the California Endowment 
(tCE), in collaboration with financial inter-
mediary nCB Capital impact and a diverse 

range of partners, established the California 
FreshWorks Fund, a public-private partner-
ship loan fund created to increase access to 
healthy food in underserved communities, 
spur economic development that supports 
healthy communities, and inspire innova-
tion in healthy food retailing.

in California, adults in neighborhoods 
with low access to healthy food options 
are 20 percent more likely to be obese than 
those with high access to healthy foods. the 
goal of the fund is to support supermarkets 
and other fresh food outlets in the “food des-
erts” of low-income communities. through 
the fund, tCE and other social investors 
provide forms of debt and credit that re-
move some of the risk to commercial lend-
ers and encourage them to provide major 
financing to projects.

Funding Specialized Financial Prod-
ucts. Several intermediaries, including some 
that operate largely in traditional markets, 

have worked in conjunction with foundations 
to create specialized financial instruments 
with significant health impact goals.

the W.k. kellogg Foundation partnered 
with Community Capital Management, an 
experienced fixed-income manager, to find 
and purchase market-rate “community food 
bonds” that finance community facilities, 
schools, and community groceries. inad-
equate access to healthy food in low-income 
communities and schools creates a critical 
impediment to good health, so the goal was 
to increase the supply of healthier, affordable 
food for vulnerable kids and their families.

Specific bonds supported a community 
garden where residents in an affordable el-
dercare center in Michigan could grow their 
own food; upgraded school lunch facilities 
to enable from-scratch meal preparation in 
a low-income school district in new Mexico; 
and an expanded facility for the greater 
Boston Food Bank.

Unlike traditional 
grantmaking, mission 
investors expect that 
the funds will be paid 
back—recycled for their 
charitable purposes, so 
to speak.

http://www.moreformission.org/readings/item/139/may-2011-guide-to-impact-investing-grantmakers-in-health
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Establishing the Business Case. 

recent advances in computing power, 
mobile technology, and networking 
have made possible an explosion of 
innovation that helps people track 
and manage chronic diseases more 
effectively. although there is general 
agreement that these innovations can 
improve health, the business models 
necessary for them to reach sufficient 
scale have not been established. So-
cial investors have an important role 
to play in developing the return on 
investment (rOi) cases—through 
studies, pilots, and business model 
development—that are necessary for new, 
cost-saving technologies to gain traction.

as one example, ChCF made a recover-
able grant for a pilot with asthmapolis, a 
company with a global positioning system 
that tracks where asthma episodes occur. 
the service allows asthma sufferers to man-
age their treatment more effectively, and 
public health workers to better understand 
the environmental triggers that exacerbate 
symptoms and contribute to health care 
costs. as part of this effort, ChCF and Catho-
lic healthcare West will be working with the 
company and its pilot partners to demon-
strate cost reductions due to the technology 
and to explore business models with a range 
of payers and providers in the commercial, 
safety net, and government sectors.

Moving Innovation into New Markets.  
traditional financial investors and their 
portfolio companies first seek to gain a foot-
hold in the most profitable markets. this of-
ten leaves large but less lucrative markets, 
such as Medicaid patients or rural areas, 
without sufficient access to innovations. 
Social investors can create the financial 
cushion to test innovations and take them 
into traditionally underserved markets. 
Foundations in particular can play a crucial 
role in investment syndicates as strategic 
investors and intermediaries to help safety 
net providers and commercial companies 
work together more effectively.

Small and rural hospitals often cannot 
attract or afford qualified staff to supervise 
their pharmacies 24 hours a day. avoidable 
medication errors are the result. pipeline 
healthcare (phC) offers “tele-pharmacy” 
services that provide expert, remote super-
vision for these hospitals. the company is 
able to share a single pharmacist among 
several hospitals, increasing efficiency and 

improving compliance.
ChCF is contemplating an investment 

in phC as part of a syndicate that includes 
the foundation, an investment firm, and a 
technology company. through the venture, 
ChCF would help hospitals that care for 
underserved Californians to lower costs 
and improve clinical outcomes, and phC 
hopes to prove its cost-reduction case and 
value to safety net providers.

Facilitating Lending. One of social in-
vestors’ simplest tools is below-market-rate 
loans to help health care organizations fulfill 
their charitable missions. Foundations across 
the country have provided working capital 
and construction loans to clinics that serve 
low-income people, at rates below what they 
would have been eligible for from traditional 
lenders. the loans allow community health 
centers to devote more of their resources to 
serving people in need.

For example, the California primary Care 
association (CpCa), in partnership with fi-
nancial intermediary nCB Capital impact, 
created the Emergency Working Capital 
Loan Fund in 2008. CpCa launched the 
program when a state budget crisis resulted 
in payment delays to community health cen-
ters that serve people on the state’s Medicaid 
program, Medi-Cal, which is the primary 
source of revenue for these clinics. Califor-
nia clinics were eligible to apply for up to 
$250,000 to cover working capital needs as 
they waited for payment. Clinics return the 
funds as soon as Medi-Cal pays, typically 
within two to three months.

participants in the fund have included 
CpCa, Sutter health Systems, Catholic 
healthcare West, the nonprofit Finance 
Fund, the Mercy partnership Fund, and 
the California healthCare Foundation. all 
the organizations have made funds avail-

able at rates ranging from 1 percent 
to 5 percent. When loans are blended 
together according to the proportion 
the funders have lent, the interest rate 
to the borrower becomes 3.25 percent, 
well below market rates. the fund has 
been renewed most years since 2008, 
and its total capital has ranged from 
$20 million to $30 million. the fund-
ing partnership will be expanded this 
year to include several new partici-
pants, including two foundations. nCB 
Capital impact continues to do all the 
loan underwriting and servicing, and 
together with CpCa has created a loan 

guarantee fund to mitigate the risk of late 
repayment or default.

another example is playworks, a na-
tional nonprofit that has developed a pro-
gram to bring recess back to public schools. 
as public school budgets are cut and recess 
is removed from the school day, safe and en-
gaging play is disappearing from the lives 
of many children. With significant grant 
funding from the robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation (rWJF), playworks expanded 
from its original base in Oakland, Calif., 
to more than 250 schools in 15 cities. Even 
with the grant funding, playworks still 
faced a significant working capital deficit, 
because its payments often came well after 
the organization had incurred expenses. 
rWJF partnered with OneCalifornia Bank 
to meet this working capital need through 
a deposit that the bank used as collateral 
against which to administer a loan to play-
works so that it could “keep recess going” 
while waiting for school funds to come in.

LooKIng FoRwARd
these are just a few of the ways that the tools 
of impact investing can improve health 
care. they represent creative thinking 
and a willingness to cross long-established 
boundaries between sectors in the pursuit 
of common goals. as the united States 
seeks to reform its health care system to 
both lower costs and improve access, such 
collaboration is vital. Foundations and 
other social investors have an important 
opportunity to serve as strategic partners in 
supporting the brightest and most creative 
entrepreneurs in creating lower-cost and 
more accessible models of care. s
1 For a more extensive definition, taxonomy, body 

of examples, and discussion of regulatory require-
ments, see grantmakers in health, “guide to Mis-
sion investing,” May 2011.

Areas of Mission Investment
Health Care Health-care delivery 

IT and administration 

Drugs, devices, and diagnostics 

Organizing and optimizing care

Wellness Food and nutrition

Fitness

Wellcare

Social  
Determinants  
of Health

Family economic security 

Community infrastructure and 
social supports 

Environmental health

http://asthmapolis.com/
http://www.pipelinehealthcare.com/
http://www.playworks.org/
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the California healthCare Foundation (ChCF) works as  
a catalyst to fulfill the promise of better health care for all  
Californians. We support the ideas and innovations that  

improve quality, increase efficiency, and lower the costs of care.

through its innovations for the underserved program,  
the foundation supports entrepreneurs pursuing new  

business models with the potential to significantly lower the 
costs of care or substantially improve access to care.  

Visit innovations.chcf.org to learn more about  
our grants and investments.

california Healthcare Foundation
1438 Webster Street, Suite 400

Oakland, Calif. 94612
www.chcf.org

CAL I FORNIA
HEALTHCARE
FOUNDATION

http://www.innovations.chcf.org/
http://stanford.ebookhost.net/ssir/digital/11/ebook/1/scripts/redirect.php?url=http://chcf.org&name=chcf
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